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World Class Research Insights 
Made Easy For Driving Results

Partnering with Clients for 

Outsourcing Research and Insights

… Economically and Effectively



Being a trusted insight advisor and outsource partner

Delivering study insights that make a difference

Leveraging existing information and  building capabilities 
to better understand your customers 

“Success examples follow”

Firms Achieve Dramatic 

Insight Results Outsourcing 

to Solution Partners By … 
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Partnering for Research and Insights That 

Make a Difference
“It's been my pleasure to work with Solution Partners over 

these past three years.Their vast research skills and 

business knowledge combined with exceptional attention 

to detail have helped to position Solution Partners as 

Electrolux's top quantitative supplier. Rarely have I 

developed this kind of confidence in a supplier. They are a 

true business “partner” who always has the “solution” we 

need.”

– Jennifer Stuart

Former Senior Manager, Consumer Insights,

Electrolux

More Than Just a Supplier … An Outsourced 

and Valued Partner
“Solution Partners has been a trusted advisor for our 

company for many years. They make a commitment to 

understand our business and provide us with actionable 

market research and strategic insights on a host of 

business and marketing initiatives. This sets Solution 

Partners apart from most market research consultants. 

We value our relationship with them.”

– Kate Brower

President, The Education Center, Inc.

Trusted Insight Advisor 

and Outsource Partner
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Understanding How to Optimize Research

and Insights for a Company
Blair is expert at evaluating, assessing, and improving the 

viability of people, data, processes, and contributions of a 

marketing research organization, and its ability to support 

an organization’s profitable growth and other strategic 

objectives.”

– Steve Magnino

Former Senior Vice President, Marketing Research,

Zurich North America

Insights Communication That Makes a

Difference
“Solution Partners helped raise the bar in terms of being 

able to build insights into research reporting. Senior 

Management has already noticed the difference and 

has now initiated a companywide insights initiative.”

– Gill Potter, Director of Consumer Research,

Humana

Helping Companies Reshape Their Success 

Model
“Thoughtful, professional, customer-focused, results-

oriented … I had the pleasure to partner with SP and our 

CI group at Walmart on a comprehensive research 

project. The team provided key insights that created the 

foundation for the set of high impact recommendations we 

presented to the company's senior leadership.”

– Eduardo Galindo Sr.

Director Structural Transformation, Walmart

Segmenting and Identifying How to Grow the 

Business
“Del Taco is focused on innovative and fundamental 

growth with consumer occasions. The basis for how that 

growth can occur was an insightful and impactful 

segmentation study followed by the use of innovative 

simulation research techniques for addressing a targeted 

occasion. In doing the studies and applying the 

information, Solution Partners and its team have provided 

expertise, application insights and partnering that have 

made a significant difference for Del Taco’s progress.”

– Tom Johnson

Director, Consumer Insights, Del Taco

Delivering Study Insights That Make a Difference



Leveraging Existing Information and Building Capabilities to Understand Your Customers 
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Leveraging Existing Information and Building 

Capabilities to Understand Your Customers

Leveraging Existing Information to Plan a 

Successful Turnaround
“Solution Partners has demonstrated an exceptional ability 

for integrating information across studies so that there are 

clear insights to help us focus strategically, practically, and 

effectively. This work has included Asia as well as the 

U.S.”

– Erik Hess

Senior Vice President, Global Consumer and Brand

Strategy, McDonald’s

Helping Existing Research Capabilities Make 

More of a Difference
“One of our legacy processes at ADP has been our client 

satisfaction surveys. Over time these studies have grown, 

both in complexity and in breadth of coverage. Solution 

Partners helped us to review our existing questionnaires 

and processes and provided us with a strong 

implementation plan that has given us a much deeper 

understanding of how to drive client loyalty and retention.”

– Deborah Barron

Vice President, Market Intelligence

Automatic Data Processing, Inc.



Act as your Insight function

Conduct insight studies

Staffing

Leverage or build capabilities* 

Marketing Research Consulting
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* Examples include customer satisfaction, 

concept development and testing 

systems, etc.

Insight Outsource 

Solutions and 

Applications



1. Review what a company/brand has for current studies/information

2. Do a high level synthesis of insights to leverage the existing 
information

3. Listen to key company leaders about their insights needs

4. Based upon prior, identify research and insights that can be 
produced—and which complement each other to optimize 
spending and impact

5. Execute the research plan identified in point 4

6. Do specially facilitated insights presentations (and follow up) to 
assure that learning can be applied by company operating 
functions driving success

7. Help provide ongoing counsel as actions are taken to optimize 
results

Process is customized to each client
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Typical protocol for outsourcing an entire 

research and insights function 

Solution Partners Can Act

as Your Outsourced

INSIGHT DEPARTMENT
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1. Identify and understand relevant, current company 
information

2. Identify with client the questions that need to be answered

3. Design a research and insights approach that can provide 
needed answers as quickly and economically as possible

4. Do specially facilitated insights presentations (and follow up) 
to assure that learning can be applied by company operating 
functions driving success

5. Help provide ongoing counsel as actions are taken to 
optimize results

Process is customized to each client

Typical process for outsourcing individual studies

Solution Partners Can Act

as Your Outsource Option 

for INDIVIDUAL INSIGHT 

STUDIES
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• Fill Staff Shortage

• Manage initiative

• Play Advisor Role

• Train or Mentor Staff

• Assess Research 
Techniques

• Leverage and integrate 
your existing information

• Disciplined process

• Organize and code

• Information management 
tool 

• Construct meaningful 
story

Types

• A&U 

• Choice/Optimization 

• Concept Testing

• Segmentation

• Custom/Ad Hoc

Marketing Science

• Driver analysis

• Segmentation

• Conjoint or Choice

• Targeting (trend setters, 
category enthusiasts, etc.)

Types

• Online Bulletin Boards 

• Groups and One-on-Ones

• Emotions Research

• Ideation Facilitation

Applications

• Concept Development

• Positioning Development

• Strategies 

• Innovation Opportunities

Synthesis Quantitative Qualitative Research Consulting 

Solution Partners Full Service of Insight Capabilities
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Solution Partners Can Seamlessly Add Strategy, Marketing and Organizational Consulting Capabilities

Turning around companies or brands

Accelerating company growth

Identifying and applying best practices

Simulation techniques

Driving company value

Marketing 

Ideation and innovation

Strategy and

Marketing for

Business Results

Strategy implementation

Leadership impact growth

Accessing, developing culture change

Employee communications

Organizational

and Change

Management

SOLUTION PARTNERS 

CAN SEAMLESSLY

ADD STRATEGY, 

MARKETING AND 

ORGANIZATIONAL 

CONSULTING 

CAPABILITIES



Outsourced research and insights function would be done as a mutually agreed retainer—
with any study costs passed through without any markup

Specific outsourced studies would be designed to fit the insight needs and available 
resources for the work

Applies senior level researcher and consultant knowledge with minimal overhead 

Solution Partners’ focus:  partnering to provide information and insights that are actionable 
to help companies/brand achieve significant progress

– Includes facilitated sessions presenting information so the insights are quickly 
converted to actionable plans by a company’s (or brand’s) leadership
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Providing A Cost Effective Way for Growing Insights, Their Impact and Results

Providing a Cost 

Effective Way for 

Growing Insights, 

Their Impact and 

Results



All out of pocket costs are passed through (no markup)

Fees are established and negotiated based on type and level of support 
required

– The larger the level of engagement, the better the economic package 
offered

– Typically this means the larger the financial commitment, the larger 
the discount for either project fees or hourly rates

Based on client needs, support can be flexibly packaged in one or a 
combination of the following ways by establishing:

– Total bundled services fee

– Monthly retainer

12

Structuring of 

Outsourcing 

Solutions
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We appoint one 

Solution Partners’ 

staff member as 

account lead for 

projects or 

functions
The lead draws 

support from other 

staff members as 

needed

We will efficiently 

leverage your

• current information

• internal staff/resources

• outside suppliers

How We Work
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Larry 

Chandler

Headed research at 

McDonald’s, senior 

executive at Wirthlin 

Group

Julie 

Chandler

Household Finance, 

Guest Quarters 

Hotels, Information 

Resources (IRI)

Blair 

Peters

Headed research 

groups at M/A/R/C, 

Nielsen and Kraft

Judy 

Peters

Kraft, NutraSweet, 

Gikas International, 

The Lazar Group, 

M/A/R/C

Meagan 

Peters

Qualitative & 

Emotions Research 

(ORC, Millward 

Brown)

John Wurst 

PhD

Marketing Science 

(University of 

Georgia)

Patty 

Turim

Marketing, Concept, 

Innovation, Strategy 

(Kraft)

Wayne 

McCullough

Research leader at

IBM, Ford, Chrysler, 

BankOne

Sherri 

Neuwirth

Research leader at 

M/A/R/C, CMI, 

Elrick & Lavidge, 

Quaker Oats

Insight Team – Quantitative and Qualitative 

Strategy, Marketing and Change Management Team

Team Members Offer Diverse 

Skills and Experience
(access to other staffing as needed)
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Contact

Information
www.solutionpartners.com

Larry Chandler’ consulting and research activities focus on providing strategic guidance and ongoing 

coaching to domestic and global companies in the areas of leadership development, change management, 

strategic planning, business/brand turnarounds, and operational alignment.

Larry was VP of Research at McDonald's and SVP at Wirthlin Worldwide. He previously held PR and 

Marketing leadership positions at national print publications, and managed political campaigns.

B.A. from the University Iowa and M.A. from Rutgers.

Personal interests include writing, reading, traveling, and hiking.

Blair Peters’ expertise lies in successfully leveraging and integrating marketing research information to 

improve business performance for both large and small firms. Results are achieved by identifying actionable 

insights and providing strategic direction.

During the course of his 30 year career, Blair has held research leadership positions at both client and supplier 

organizations, including Kraft, Nielsen and M/A/R/C Research.

MBA and B.A. from Michigan State University

blair.peters@solutionpartners.com 336.282.7282

larry.chandler@solutionpartners.com 847.832.9063   

Judy Peters’ expertise lies in designing, executing and analyzing strategic consumer and B2B research, 

domestically and globally. Judy has a proven track record of maximizing the application of qualitative and 

quantitative customer insights to address critical business challenges.

Judy has held research leadership positions at both client and supplier companies, including Kraft, 

NutraSweet, Gikas International, Lazar Group and M/A/R/C Research.

MBA from Kellogg at Northwestern University and B.S. in Business Administration from University of Delaware.

judy.peters@solutionpartners.com 336.282.7282

http://www.solutionpartners.com/
mailto:meagan.peters@solutionpartners.com
mailto:meagan.peters@solutionpartners.com
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Track Record of Business Results – Examples

Results

Leverage Recognized

Brands

Kraft, Minute Maid and Champion: increased profits via price realization

McDonald’s: menu expansion and channel development

Hanes: recommended return to “tag less” campaign and identified new products

Electrolux: identified licensing for entire appliance brand portfolio

Kraft: extended/successfully launched line extensions across multiple products

Build New Products

Electrolux: identified new cooking, refrigeration, washer/drier features in market

The Education Center: identified successful new book and teacher materials

Retail format: successful restage of urban store concept rolled out nationally

Simply Orange: developed and successfully launched new OJ product 

Bull’s-Eye & Thick n’ Spicy: identified opportunity for premium BBQ products

Successful

Turnarounds and 

Growth Acceleration

McDonald’s: helped engineer and implement turnarounds in U.S. and Asia

Minute Maid: helped reestablish market position

Capullo Cooking Oil: restage successful in gaining sales and share

Del Taco: increased volume and sales via pricing and menu changes 

Sweet Life: grew and sold contract producer of cookies and melts

Granite City: nearly doubled volume and achieved higher profit growth

Enhance Decisions and 

Build Competitive 

Advantage

Bayer: introduction of innovation process led to more focused new product pipeline and 

improved market share performance

Kraft & Minute Maid: introduction of marketing mix modeling improved management of 

sales and profits

Track Record of Business Results – Examples 


